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Figure 1: We present a method for everyday eye contact detection. Our method takes images recorded from an off-the-shelf RGB
camera close to a target object or person as input. It combines a state-of-the-art appearance-based gaze estimator with a novel
approach for unsupervised gaze target discovery, i.e. without the need for tedious and time-consuming manual data annotation.
ABSTRACT

ACM Classification Keywords

Eye contact is an important non-verbal cue in social signal
processing and promising as a measure of overt attention in
human-object interactions and attentive user interfaces. However, robust detection of eye contact across different users,
gaze targets, camera positions, and illumination conditions is
notoriously challenging. We present a novel method for eye
contact detection that combines a state-of-the-art appearancebased gaze estimator with a novel approach for unsupervised
gaze target discovery, i.e. without the need for tedious and
time-consuming manual data annotation. We evaluate our
method in two real-world scenarios: detecting eye contact
at the workplace, including on the main work display, from
cameras mounted to target objects, as well as during everyday
social interactions with the wearer of a head-mounted egocentric camera. We empirically evaluate the performance of our
method in both scenarios and demonstrate its effectiveness for
detecting eye contact independent of target object type and
size, camera position, and user and recording environment.
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INTRODUCTION

Eye contact plays an important role in the social, behavioural,
and computational sciences. Eye contact on objects in the
environment contains valuable information for understanding
everyday attention allocation [1], while eye contact between
humans is fundamental for social communication [2]. As
a consequence, eye contact detection emerged as an important building block for attentive user interfaces [3], assistive
systems [4], lifelogging [5], or human-robot interaction [6].
A large body of work has explored the use of eye tracking for
eye contact detection [7, 8]. However, existing commercial eye
tracking systems require dedicated hardware, such as infrared
illumination, personal calibration, or high-quality images to
achieve good performance. While state-of-the-art appearancebased methods have improved in terms of robustness [9], gaze
estimation accuracy is still not sufficient to detect eye contact
on small objects. Also, current methods still require adaptation
to the specific environment as well as camera-screen setup [10].
Generic, yet still accurate, long-range gaze estimation remains
challenging.

While gaze estimation can be seen as a regression task to infer
arbitrary gaze directions, eye contact detection is a binary classification task to output whether the user is looking at a target
or not. Consequently, several previous works tried to transform the task by designing dedicated eye contact detectors, for
example using embedded sensors consisting of a camera and
infrared LEDs [7, 11, 12] or by using machine learning [13,
14, 15]. While the shift from regression to classification can
potentially make the eye contact detection task easier, from a
practical perspective two fundamental challenges remain.
First, the classification boundary between eye contact and
non-eye-contact always depends on the target object. For
learning-based eye contact detection, the algorithm first needs
to identify the size and location of the target object with respect
to the camera, and requires dedicated training data for training
the target-specific eye contact detector. Without such prior
knowledge, training a generic eye contact detector, i.e. a detector that works even for very small target sizes and locations
close to the camera, is as difficult as training a generic gaze
estimator. Second, the difficulty of handling different environments still prevents robust and accurate detection. Bridging the
gap between training and test data is one of the most difficult
issues even with state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms,
and preparing appropriate training data for target users and
environments is almost impossible in practical scenarios.
In this work we approach appearance-based eye contact detection from a novel perspective. We exploit the fact that visual
attention tends to be biased towards the centre of objects and
faces and that the fixation distribution consequently has a
centre-surround structure around gaze targets [16]. Our key
idea is to use an unsupervised data mining approach for collecting on-site training data. Instead of training a generic eye contact detector beforehand, our method automatically acquires
training data during deployment and adaptively learns an eye
contact detector specific to the target user, object, and environment. The appearance-based gaze estimation model [17] is
first used to infer an inaccurate spatial gaze distribution, and
we show that eye contact images can be identified by clustering analysis even with such low-precision gaze data. The
clustering result is used to create positive and negative training
labels and to train a dedicated eye contact detector. This way,
our method transforms arbitrary cameras close to the target
object into eye contact sensors, only assuming that the target
is salient and the closest object to the camera.
Our contributions are threefold. First, we present a novel
camera-based method for eye contact detection, which automatically adapts to the arbitrary eye contact target object.
Second, we also present a new in-the-wild dataset for eye contact detection, under two different and complementary settings:
stationary object-mounted and mobile head-mounted cameras.
Third, using the dataset, we quantify the performance of our
method and discuss the fundamental limitation of existing
approaches on eye contact detection.
RELATED WORK

Our work is related to previous works on (1) attentive user
interfaces, (2) gaze estimation, and (3) eye contact detection.

Attentive User Interfaces

Eye contact is one of the most efficient ways for an interactive system to detect users’ visual attention. Several works
demonstrated that when issuing spoken commands, users do
indeed look at the individual devices that execute the associated tasks [18, 19, 20]. This means that eye contact sensing
can be used to open and close communication channels between users and remote devices, which is a principle known as
Look-to-Talk. Attentive user interfaces take such information
as input to optimise interactions [21, 22]. This requires estimating the users’ attention on different objects but robust gaze
estimation, and thus eye contact detection, remains a challenging task, in particular for arbitrary targets in real-world
environments. Previous works therefore used head orientation
as a proxy to detect if the user was looking at an object [23,
24].
Gaze Estimation

While gaze estimation methods could, in principle, be used to
detect eye contact, they have some technical limitations when
applied in the real world. Specifically, most current methods
need additional infrared light and accurate pupil detection [25],
which limits these methods to short distances and stationary
settings [26, 27, 28]. While an increasing number of works
investigate image-based methods that only require an off-theshelf camera [29, 30, 31, 17, 8], robust and person-independent
gaze estimation from low-resolution images is still a difficult
task even for state-of-the-art methods [9].
In general, adaptation to the target user and environment represents one of the most fundamental challenges for learningbased gaze estimation methods. To address this challenge,
several prior works investigated implicit approaches for obtaining calibration or training data from the user’s natural
behaviour by focusing on visual saliency [32, 33] or user interaction information [34, 35]. Such an implicit approach
was also used to collect environment-specific training data for
learning error compensation functions of public display gaze
estimation [10]. Similarly, the walking direction of pedestrians
has been used to infer training labels in the context of head
pose estimation as gaze directions [36, 37]. Underlying cluster
structure has been also exploited to discover discrete target regions of head orientation as gaze attention direction [38]. Our
approach shares a similar spirit in that we exploit the user’s
behaviour in an unsupervised manner to collect training data.
Our key contribution is a method for eye contact detection in
real-world environments, building on top of a state-of-the-art
appearance-based gaze estimation method.
Eye Contact Detection

Directly using the obtained gaze estimates to detect eye contact
on a given target object is challenging for arbitrary cameratarget configurations, variable face appearances, and realworld environments. Several previous works therefore investigated dedicated eye contact detection devices and methods.
Selker et al. proposed a glass-mounted eye fixation detector
which can also transmit the user ID to the object of interest [39]. Vertegaal, Shell, and Dickie et al. proposed eye
contact sensors that consisted of a camera and infrared LEDs
and that used the light reflection on the eyeball to determine
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Figure 2: Overview of our method. Taking images from the camera as input, our method first detects the face and facial landmarks
(a) and estimates gaze directions p and extracts CNN features f using a full-face appearance-based gaze estimation method (b).
During training, the gaze estimates are clustered (c) and samples in the cluster closest to the camera get a positive label while all
others get a negative label (d). These labelled samples are used to train a two-class SVM for eye contact detection (e). During
testing (f), the learned features f are fed into the two-class SVM to predict eye contact on the desired target object or face (g).
whether the user was looking at the camera [40, 7, 11, 12].
This approach was later extended to a wearable setting with
a head-mounted eye camera that determined eye contact by
observing reflections from infrared LED tags attached to the
target objects [41]. While these device-based approaches can
potentially enable robust eye contact detection, the need for
target augmentation using dedicated eye contact sensors fundamentally limits their use. In contrast, our method can leverage the increasing number of off-the-shelf cameras readily
available – such as those integrated in laptops, placed in the
environment, or worn on the body.
Other works explored learning-based eye contact detection.
For example, the GazeLocking method [14] followed a classification approach to determine eye contact with a camera.
Ye et al. proposed a supervised learning-based approach for
eye contact detection from a second-person perspective using
wearable cameras [15]. In contrast, Recasens et al. considered
a scenario in which both the person and target objects are
present in the image or video, and proposed a CNN-based
model to predict the eye contact target [42, 43]. These methods, in essence, share the same limitations as image-based
gaze estimation methods, and high performance cannot be
achieved without user- or environment-specific training. Another common limitation of these methods is that they assume
prior knowledge about the size and location of the target object. Our unsupervised approach addresses both issues by
collecting on-site training data for the specific camera-target
configuration.

result is then used to label samples with positive and negative eye contact labels, and the labelled samples are used to
train a two-class SVM for eye contact detection from highdimensional features extracted from the gaze estimation CNN.
During testing, the input CNN features are fed into the learned
two-class SVM to predict eye contact on the desired target
object.
Gaze Estimation and Feature Extraction

In this work, we use the full-face method proposed in [9] for
the initial gaze estimation. We train the CNN model using
two publicly available gaze datasets, MPIIGaze [17] and EYEDIAP [44], to maximise variability in illumination conditions,
as well as head pose and gaze direction ranges. We use the
same face detection [45], facial landmark detection [46] and
data normalisation methods as in [9]. Data normalisation is
employed to handle different hardware setups using a perspective warp from an input face image to a normalised space with
fixed camera parameters and reference point location. The
face image is fed into the CNN model to predict a gaze direction vector g . Assuming dummy camera parameters, the gaze
direction vector g is projected to the camera image plane and
converted to on-plane gaze locations p . While the gaze estimation results are used for sample clustering, we also extract
a 4096-dimensional face feature vector f from the first fullyconnected layer of the CNN. To leverage the full descriptive
power of the CNN model, this feature vector is used as input
to the eye contact detector.
Sample Clustering and Target Selection

UNSUPERVISED EYE CONTACT DETECTION

Our method for unsupervised eye contact detection only requires a single off-the-shelf RGB camera placed close to the
target object. As illustrated in Figure 2, during training, our
method first detects the face and facial landmarks in the images obtained from the camera and then applies a state-ofthe-art full-face appearance-based gaze estimation method.
Estimated gaze directions are clustered and the sample cluster
corresponding to the target object is identified. The clustering

The estimated gaze direction g is not accurate enough even using a state-of-the-art method, and it cannot be mapped directly
to the physical space without accurate camera parameters.
However, it at least indicates the relative gaze direction from
the camera position, and hence gaze direction clusters corresponding to physical objects can be observed. Consequently,
in the next step, gaze directions are clustered into different
clusters that are assumed to correspond to different objects.
The cluster closest to the camera position is finally selected as

Figure 3: Sample recording settings and images for eye contact detection using object-mounted (left) and head-mounted (right)
cameras. The first row shows the targets with cameras marked in red; the second and third rows show sample images captured by
the camera, as well as detected face bounding boxes. The images show the considerable variability in terms of illumination, face
appearance, and head pose as well as motion blur (in case of the head-mounted camera).
belonging to the target object. To filter out unreliable samples
from the clustering process, we reject samples whose facial
landmark alignment score is below a threshold θ . Since these
unreliable samples often correspond to non-frontal faces, we
directly use them as negative samples during training. We then
use the OPTICS algorithm [47] to cluster the samples. Since
the OPTICS algorithm is a density-based hierarchical clustering algorithm, it tends to create a child cluster at the centre
of a parent cluster with the same centroid. In our method we
discard such a recursive hierarchy, and adopt the largest cluster
spatially separated from other clusters.
Given that our method assumes that the camera is close to the
target object, samples in the nearest cluster to the camera position (the origin of the camera image plane) are used as positive
training samples. Other clusters are assumed to correspond
to other objects, and samples from these clusters are used as
negative samples. In addition, given that there tend to be many
samples labelled as noise by the OPTICS algorithm, we set
a safe margin d around the positive cluster, and we also use
samples outside the safe margin as negative samples.

Eye Contact Detection

Labelled samples obtained from the previous step are used to
train the eye contact classifier. Since the number of positive
and negative samples can be highly unbalanced, we use a
weighted SVM classifier [48]. As mentioned before, we use
a high-dimensional feature vector f extracted from the gaze
estimation CNN to leverage richer information instead of only
gaze locations. We first apply PCA to the training data and
reduce the dimensionality so that the PCA subspace retains the
95% variance. After the training phase, input images are fed
into the same preprocessing pipeline with the face and facial
landmark detection, and feature f is extracted from the same
gaze estimation CNN. It is then projected to the PCA subspace,
and the SVM classifier is applied to output eye contact labels.

EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate our method for eye contact detection, we collected
two real-world datasets with complementary characteristics
in terms of target object type and size, stationary and mobile
setup, as well as single-user and multi-user assumptions. We
evaluated our method and different baselines on both datasets
and analysed performance across different objects, camera
positions, and duration of training data collection.
Data Collection

Data collection was performed for two challenging real-world
scenarios: In the office scenario (see Figure 3, left) cameras
were object-mounted and we aimed to detect eye contact of a
single user with these target objects during everyday work at
their workplace. We used the participant’s main work display
as one of the targets, and put the camera in three different
but imprecisely defined locations: above, below, and next to
the display. In addition, we placed a tablet or clock as target
objects on the participant’s desk and put a camera close to
them. The tablet was configured to show different videos and
images in a loop, simulating a digital picture frame. This was
to make the dataset more variable with respect to target object
saliency/distractiveness, as well as target size and position with
respect to the user and camera. We recorded 14 participants
in total (five females) and each of them recorded four videos:
one for the clock, one for the tablet, and two for the display
with two different camera positions. The recording duration
for each participant ranged between three and seven hours.
In the interaction scenario (see Figure 3, right) a user was wearing a head-mounted camera while being engaged in everyday
social interactions. This scenario was complementary to the
office scenario in that the user’s head/face was the target and
we aimed to detect eye contact of different interlocutors. We
recruited three recorders (all male) and recorded them while
they interviewed multiple people on the street. In total, this
resulted in five hours of video covering 28 social interactions.
As can be seen from Figure 3, the head-mounted camera used
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Figure 4: Sample images from our (left) and the Columbia
Gaze dataset (right) illustrating the considerable differences in
the naturalness of illumination, head pose, and gaze range. The
first row shows positive and the second row shows negative
samples from each dataset.

Figure 5: Performance of the different methods for the objectmounted (left) and head-mounted setting (right) across participants. The bars are the MCC value and error bars indicate
standard deviations across participants.

in our experiments is rather bulky, and we cannot exclude the
possibility that it attracted the attention of the second person,
instead of the face. However, the camera was positioned close
to the centre of the face, so we expected the resulting error to
be very low and visual inspection of a random subset of the
images confirmed this expectation.

It assumes aligned faces recorded of people using a chin rest.
For a fair comparison, we adapted the GazeLocking method
to use the same CNN-based classification architecture as our
proposed method to train the eye contact detector from the
Columbia dataset. When evaluated on the test set of Columbia,
it was confirmed that the adapted method achieved a similar
performance (MCC = 0.83) as reported in [14].

For both scenarios, we used the first 75% of the data for
training our method (the training set) and the remaining 25%
for testing (the test set). We uniformly sampled 5,000 images
from the test set and asked two annotators to manually annotate
them with binary ground-truth eye contact labels, i.e. if the
person was looking at the target (object or person) or not.
Each of the two annotators annotated disjunct halves of the
test sets. We also asked another third annotator to check
these annotations and flag incorrect ones, and flagged images
were annotated again by the same corresponding annotator.
Annotators were asked to judge eye contact from the detected
face, with detailed knowledge about the physical setup of each
recording, including the target object and camera locations.
Implementation Details

Face Clustering
Some recent work [38, 42] used face images to infer coarse
gaze directions. A key advantage of our method is that it
relies on a state-of-the-art appearance-based gaze estimator
to obtain the initial features for the unsupervised gaze target
discovery. To evaluate the benefits of this approach, for this
baseline we directly used the face features f extracted from
the CNN model as input to the clustering.
Gaze Classification
Similarly, our method uses face features f for training the eye
contact detector. To assess the contribution of the face feature
representation, for this baseline we instead used gaze locations
p for both sample clustering and eye contact detector training.

We set the facial landmark detection threshold θ to -0.7 (-1.0 is
the best detection and 1.0 is the worst), which rejected 45.7%
of the detected faces during training. The minimum number of
samples per cluster in the OPTICS algorithm was set to N/50,
where N is the total number of samples used for clustering.
The safe margin d was 10σ , where σ is the standard deviation
of the sample distances from the centre of the cluster. On a
PC with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) 3.30GHz CPU and an Nvidia
GeForce GTX TITAN GPU our method achieved 14 fps.

Gaze Projection
Raw gaze direction has recently been used to estimate visual
attention on public displays [34, 10]. For this baseline, we
manually measured the physical size of the target object and
its position related to the camera, and projected the object as
bounding box on the camera image plane. The input image
was classified as eye contact if the estimated gaze location
was inside the bounding box. Therefore, this method assumes
accurate knowledge of the target object location.

Baseline Methods

Head Orientation Projection
Finally, head orientation has also been used for visual attention estimation [49, 50, 51], especially when the target face
image is low-resolution and accurate gaze estimation cannot
be expected. Hence, for this baseline, we obtained 3D head
orientations from input faces by fitting 2D facial landmark
detections to a 3D face model as in [17], and calculated the
intersection of the head orientation vector and camera image
plane. The input frame was classified as eye contact if the

We compared the performance of our method with the following five baselines, covering both prior works as well as
variants of our proposed method.
GazeLocking
The GazeLocking method proposed in [14] performs eye contact detection by training a SVM classifier in a fully supervised
manner using an eye image dataset with ground-truth labels.

Figure 6: Examples of gaze locations distribution for the object-mounted (tablet, display, and clock) and head-mounted settings.
The first row shows the recording setting with marked target objects (green), camera (red), and other distractive objects (blue). The
displays were pixelated for privacy reasons. The second row shows the gaze locations clustering results with the target cluster
in green and negative cluster in blue. The red dot is the camera position, and the green dotted line indicates the safe margin d.
The third row shows the ground-truth gaze locations from a subset of 5,000 manually annotated images with positive (green) and
negative (blue) samples.
intersection is inside the object bounding box as we described
the in Gaze Projection method.

setting) from the second best Face Clustering method (t-test,
p < 0.01).

In our experimental setup, we achieved 16 frames per second
(FPS) for GazeLocking, 18 FPS for Face Clustering, 14 FPS
for Gaze Classification, 13 FPS for Gaze Projection, and 22
FPS for Head Orientation Projection. The Head Orientation
Projection was the fastest, given that it is the only method that
did not use any CNN models.

The Face Clustering is a strong baseline, but it can also cluster
very limited samples that have similar face appearance. However, due to different head poses, the face appearance could be
different even if the person looks at the same object.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Eye contact detection results of all methods in both settings are
shown in Figure 5. Given that positive and negative samples
are highly unbalanced, we use the MCC (Matthews Correlation Coefficient) metric to evaluate eye contact detection
performance as in [14]. An MCC of 1.0 represents perfect
classification, an MCC of -1.0 represents completely incorrect
classification, and an MCC of 0.0 represents random guessing.
The bars represent the MCC and the error bars indicate standard deviation across participants. From left to right, we show
the proposed method, Face Clustering, Gaze Classification,
Gaze Projection, Head Orientation Projection and GazeLocking. For the object-mounted setting, we report the average
performance across all 14 participants. The proposed method
achieves the best performance with a significant margin (35%
in the object-mounted setting and 43% in the head-mounted

In contrast to our method and Face Clustering, Gaze Classification uses the gaze location p instead of the face feature f
to train the eye contact detector, which achieved worse results
than ours or Face Clustering. This indicates that the face feature f is better than the gaze locations p for the eye contact
training, which has better representation of the faces to capture
the appearance variations.
Gaze Projection is directly based on the low accuracy gaze estimation results, and Head Orientation Projection is estimated
from the detected facial landmarks, which are not reliable
for non-frontal faces. These projection-based methods also
require prior knowledge about the physical scene structure,
and also suffer from errors in camera calibration and object
location measurement.
The GazeLocking method determines whether a person is looking at the camera, which is not sufficient for eye contact detection on arbitrary objects. Figure 4 shows sample images from
our and the Columbia Gaze dataset [14], further illustrating
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the considerable differences in the naturalness of illumination,
head pose, and gaze range. Training the GazeLocking method
with the labelled data in our dataset instead of the Columbia
Gaze dataset could result in a better performance. However,
the difficulty of collecting such fully annotated on-site training
data is the key issue we addressed in the proposed method,
and hence we opted for the evaluation using their own dataset.
The performance of the different methods for the headmounted setting is lower than for the object-mounted setting
given the more challenging outdoor environment. Motion blur
is pervasive for the head-mounted camera, which affects both
the facial landmark detection and the appearance-based gaze
estimation. The gaze estimation is also applied to multiple
unknown users, which is similar to the most difficult crossdataset evaluation as discussed in [17].
Examples of gaze location distribution for different object
configurations and their corresponding clustering results are
shown in Figure 6. In the first row of Figure 6 are the recording settings for the different objects, and we mark the target
object (green rectangle), camera (red rectangle) positions and
other distractive objects (blue rectangle). The second row
of Figure 6 shows the sample clustering results where the
target cluster is marked as green dots and all other negative
samples are marked with blue dots. The noise samples are
marked as black and the big red dot is the camera position
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Figure 9: Performance of the proposed method for eye contact
detection with the display for different camera positions across
participants. We evaluated three positions: above, below, and
next to the display. The bars are the MCC value and error bars
indicate standard deviations across participants.
(coordinate (0,0)). The dotted green line indicates the range of
safe margin d where the samples outside the margin were also
been selected as negative.
From the second row of Figure 6, we can see that our sample
clustering methods can achieve good clustering results. The
safe margin d also works quite well to find additional negative
samples, especially for the object-mounted setting where only
one cluster is created.
Object Categories and Camera Positions

The object-mounted setting uses three different objects (tablet,
display and clock) with different sizes and attractiveness. Figure 7 shows the performance of the proposed method for each
of the three objects. Each bar corresponds to the mean MCC
value and error bars indicate standard deviations across all
participants, and the performance for Display is also averaged
across different camera positions.
In Figure 8, we show the confusion matrix of the proposed
method for the three objects in the object-mounted setting. We
normalise each element by dividing the sum of the each row
so that the top left cell is the sensitivity (true positive rate),
and the bottom right cell is the specificity (true negative rate).
There are also biases in the ground-truth label distribution
among test data, and percentage of positive test samples were
18.6%, 58% and 5.4% for the tablet, display and clock objects
respectively.
The clock becomes the worst case among the three objects,
because it attracts less attention from the participants, as illustrated in the third column of Figure 6, and hence has the
lowest amount of positive training data. Figure 8c also shows
that the clock has low sensitivity but high specificity, which
indicates that the model mostly predicted the samples to be
negative. While, on the other hand, the display and tablet are
expected to attract a similar level of user attention, our method
achieved the best performance for the tablet. Although the
display is attracting enough user attention in terms of amount
of training data, gaze distribution is not concentrated at the
centre, as shown in the second column of Figure 6. This is
expected to be because of its larger physical size and the fact
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the performance for the three objects in the object-mounted
setting.

Figure 11: Performance of the different methods for eye contact detection with the tablet using cross-person evaluation.
The bars are the MCC value and error bars indicate standard
deviations across participants.

that displayed contents can create different target areas even
inside the display. Hence the cluster structure tends to be more
complex, and the positive sample selection becomes more
difficult.

We finally evaluate the tablet sessions of our object-mounted
dataset across all users. To this end, we used the training
data from all participants, tested on each respective test set,
and averaged the individual performance numbers. This simulates an application scenario in which multiple users share
a space, such as an office, and there is a single target object
for which eye contact detection from all users should be analysed. As shown in Figure 11, our method achieved the best
performance for this setting with MCC 0.43, outperforming
the second best Face Clustering method by 34%. Note that
the proposed method achieved an MCC of 0.61 in the personspecific evaluation (Figure 7), i.e. there is still lots of room for
further performance improvement. Compared to the objectmounted setting, which is also cross-user and in which our
method achieved an MCC of 0.30, the object-mounted setting
is easier due to the higher quality images.

In addition, there are three positions we set for the recording,
which results in 10 videos for the above display, 9 videos for
the below display, and 7 videos for the next to the display. We
compare the MCC for these three different positions in Figure 9. The results show that our method works equally well
for different camera positions. The above-display position has
the best performance since usually there is no other salient
object to affect the sample clustering, and it gives a good view
of the participant’s face. The below-display position also has
a good view of the participant’s face, but there could be some
other object close to the camera that attracted the participant’s
attention. In our evaluation, for example, we find that there
are two cases where the sample clustering picks the cluster
belonging to the keyboard as the target cluster, so that the
MCC becomes to near 0 values. When the camera is placed
next to the display, the camera’s view is not as good, thereby
effectively reducing gaze estimation accuracy and resulting in
noisy sample clustering.
Duration of Training Data Collection

Since our method requires a certain amount of data for sample
clustering, here we test the performance across different times
for the training data collection. We evaluated the three objects
under the object-mounted setting, and picked the samples collected from the period of time according to the time sequence.
We kept the test set the same as for the previous evaluation.
In Figure 10, we plot the performance across the amount of
time for training data collection. It can be seen that the eye
detection performance in general increases with longer data
collection, while the performance converges after around 3.0
hours. However, it can be also seen that the performance of the
clock case has not yet fully converged, and this indicates that
longer training duration for small objects can partly address
the above-mentioned issue of the smaller number of positive
samples. In our object-mounted recording, the average number
of samples per hour is around 13,000.

Cross-Person Evaluation

DISCUSSION

Our method provides a light weight yet robust and generic
approach for learning-based eye contact detection. The experimental results show that while pre-trained eye contact
detectors do not perform well in real-world environments, our
method constantly achieves good performance even for challenging cases, such as the small clock on a cluttered desk or
the face moving around outdoor environments.
Application Scenarios

The main advantage of our approach over state-of-the-art methods is that it has very few requirements with respect to the
camera and target objects. Potential users simply have to
attach an arbitrary camera to the target object and the system automatically collects evidence for eye contact detection,
and starts running as an eye contact detector after the initial
training phase. This approach thus allows for continuous training data collection during deployment, which also allows the
method to handle dynamic environments. As such, our method
opens up a variety of exciting new applications.
The first promising application area is attentive smart home
or office environments in which eye contact detection can be
a signal of user intention to start an interaction, e.g. with

household appliances. The group of users is also typically limited in such settings, and our method thus has a good chance
to train a robust eye contact detector even for multiple users.
Another application area is eye contact detection on mobile
devices, such as smartphones and smartwatches. As shown in
our experiments, our method also allows such mobile cases,
and since these devices typically assume a single user, we can
expect better classification accuracy than for the most challenging head-mounted setup. Our method therefore has significant
potential to enable new types of mobile glance-based interactions. Sensing driver attention in cars is another application
area in which there is a single user under dynamic changes
in lighting conditions. In such a scenario, our method could
learn and detect the driver’s eye contact from, for instance, a
camera-equipped car navigation system.
Although mobile and multi-user scenarios are the most challenging setting, eye contact detection from wearable cameras
has a great potential for, e.g., extracting important moments
from lifelogs. Our method is also not limited to the headmounted case, and provides flexibility for designing new wearable eye contact sensors. Similarly, eye contact from robots
has many potential application scenarios, and our method has
the advantage that it can be embedded into almost any kind of
configuration including humanoid robots, vehicles, or drones.
Finally, eye contact detection can also serve as an important
input cue for public displays, and our method also allows such
multi-user cases. It could allow public displays to dynamically
change their content according to the amount of eye contact
from audiences, and eye contact statistics provide valuable
information to analyse the display usage. Unlike the approach
proposed in [10], our method can also be applied to static
displays, billboards, posters etc. for analytical purposes.

The performance of our method is directly linked to the accuracy of the underlying appearance-based gaze estimation
method. It will therefore be important to improve the baseline
performance of these methods. However, even with perfect
accuracy, our approach still has advantages because 1) it can
exploit the scene structure to find the decision boundary between the target object and other objects, and 2) it can also
focus on target users and environments, which is expected to
be consistently better than a generic gaze estimator assuming
arbitrary users and environments. While currently we extract
the face features from the same gaze estimation CNN, there is
also room for improvement by investigating feature extraction
networks optimised for the eye contact detection task. Future
work could also investigate methods to exploit temporal aspects of human gaze. Users naturally fixate on the target object
for a certain amount of time, and such temporal information
could help the clustering process.
CONCLUSION

In this work we studied the challenging task of detecting eye
contact with objects and people in real-world office and social
interaction settings. We proposed a method for eye contact
detection that combines a state-of-the-art appearance-based
gaze estimator with a novel approach for unsupervised gaze
target discovery. Evaluations on a novel dataset demonstrated
that our method is robust across different users, gaze target
types and sizes, camera positions, and illumination conditions.
The method can perform real-time eye contact detection with a
target object for single or multiple users, and achieved an MCC
of 0.46 and 0.30 for both settings – a significant improvement
of 35% and 43% over the second-best baseline method and
with the state-of-the-art method only at chance level. Our
findings are significant and pave the way for a new class of
attentive systems that sense and respond to eye contact.

Technical Limitations

The key requirement of our method is that the eye contact target is the salient object nearest to the camera. This holds true in
most of the above-mentioned application scenarios, however,
there are cases that our method cannot handle properly. For
example, if the camera is placed exactly between two equally
salient objects, it is difficult to robustly identify both target objects. This also happens in our experiments when the camera
is installed between the display and keyboard, and sometimes
the keyboard is chosen as the target object. Essentially, it is
an ill-posed problem to choose the target object cluster from
multiple candidates without any information. Hence, this requires a hardware design consideration, or additional human
supervision.
The size of the target object also affects the performance of
our method. If the target object is not salient enough, like the
small clock in our experiments, estimated gaze locations do
not show a clear cluster structure at the target location and the
performance degrades. On the other hand, if the target object
is too large, such as public displays or the main work display
in our experiment, multiple attention clusters can occur even
within the same target object. These issues may be addressed
by introducing a long-term training phase or by developing
new methods that are able to distinguish or merge multiple
clusters for large objects.
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